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GOING TO THE POLLS Monday evening at 8:00 P.M., Ms. Ruckelshaus will appear before the Student Union at the University of Michigan. Ms. Ruckelshaus, a graduate of Indiana University, is married to President Nixon and the mother of five children.

RESULTS OF SGA PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY
By Nancy Debutis

Jill Ruckelshaus Visits BSC
The senior Ruckelshaus will receive a warm welcome.

Physical Development Clinic

By Katie Mason

On Saturday evenings, the sounds of children delighting in learning can be heard echoing from Foley Gymnasium. These sounds are coming from 23 children and 27 BSC students who are participating in a new and unique learning experience known as the children's physical development clinic.

The clinic, which began in March of this year, concentrates on achieving the "total fitness of living for the exceptional child." In addition, it provides teachers in training with the theory and practice of organizing programs for children requiring special education.

A new idea in Chapter 18, if implemented, would make this type of training invaluable in their professional work.

ex-White House Aid

Jill Ruckelshaus has been making speeches all day long in the campaign for SGA President. This is the second visit to BSC in the campaign, the first being last Sunday afternoon.

The Student Union Program Committee has sponsored a women's supper here at BSC. It will also close out this year's Student union event with a banquet.

The mother of five children, Ms. Ruckelshaus is an outstanding speaker. In the area of the women's liberation movement, the new state law, chapter 466, if passed, requiring special education, regulating programs for children with handicaps in the public schools, is expressed as "raising experience of exceptional child." Ms. Ruckelshaus will receive a warm welcome at BSC.

By Katie Mason

On Saturday evenings, the sounds of children delighting in learning can be heard echoing from Foley Gymnasium. These sounds are coming from 23 children and 27 BSC students who are participating in a new and unique learning experience known as the children's physical development clinic.

The clinic, which began in March of this year, concentrates on achieving the "total fitness of living for the exceptional child." In addition, it provides teachers in training with the theory and practice of organizing programs for children requiring special education.

A new idea in Chapter 18, if implemented, would make this type of training invaluable in their professional work.
The Den of Thieves

It seems that none can walk through the Student Union between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. without being attacked by a crowd of people, students and hangers-on. This is the time of student teachers and their hangers-on between education people. This year in particular, the student teachers have thronged the Student Union and have threatened to overrun it.

The Elections Committee should be commended for cutting the bulletin board off the administration offices. This way the voter just had to vote for his "favorite" and leave it in the box.

It is the policy of the Student Union to support its candidates in the elections. I am reinventing this because of the combination in last year's issue resulting in letters by Greg Hall and Gay Fawkes for the presidency. As of press time, Pete had not yet chosen in and Dave Alkins was unavailable for comment (and assurance that we were publishing). We apologize for the confusion resulting.

It seems that candidates are really campaigning for the seats. This is good, for it adds a bit of policy to the comedy. It also brings out the differences in the candidates in crisp half-tone.

But look into the candidates' propaganda, see which one is convincing and vote. Really, vote. The SGA may be a personality contest in some people, but it's really a matter of whether we have. With good puppet, who knows? We may be able to eat the Screaming and get things done.

Letters:

I am excited to respond to M. Stark's article in last week's Comment titled, "obstructing the sleepy, boring SNEA." Each of us have experienced a certain amount of frustration on this Bridgeport campus and this is the main point of your article was that we were obstacles to the administration, etc. This is a party paragraph concerning the "sleepy" students and the administration, etc.

Perhaps you should look at your own frustration at a lack of open-mindedness on the part of some of those problems and organizations. What is also ob­vious is the fact that you are not a member of another group or very aware of other groups who would suggest that you still have a lot to learn about the problems and organization.

Thank you.

Marilyn Pingels

TO SNEA

I would like to take this time to assure you of my candidacy for SNEA President.

In my experience as a student leader, SNEA can become a powerful and exciting organization working with the current student body and students. It is our duty to make the SNEA influential and not only the students, but we must also become a powerful and exciting organization working with the current student body and students.

Thank you.

Mary Stewart

"Don't overlook the bird on the end this time...""
SCIENCE ABSTRACTIONS

Pot and a Quick Metabolic Trip

A study of the metabolism and disposition of low-dose marijuana smokers, reported in SCIENCE MAGAZINE, confirms that experienced pot smokers use the drug faster than persons who had never smoked marijuana prior to the test. Half the marijuana disappeared from the bloodstream within two hours, for experienced users in less than an hour. This was near the time when blood levels had already dropped to one-third of the peak level in the smoker group.

The study, according to Dr. Donald P. Wender, president of the University of Wisconsin, and Dr. Frank S. Shorey, believed that smoking in the mid-latitudes of the world is more desirable than in the more northerly regions of the world, where the climate is more favorable to the diffusion of the drug.

The study also indicated that the use of marijuana by professional athletes, who are known to have a higher tolerance for the drug, is not as high as previously reported. The researchers believe that this may be due to the fact that athletes are more likely to use the drug in a controlled environment, such as a laboratory setting.

Eating and Drinking

REASONS AND MEASURES, HIGH IN SUGAR AND Caffeine CONTENT, MAY LEAD TO HEAVY DRINKING, ACCORDING TO A NEW STUDY. The study, conducted at the University of California, suggested that heavy drinking may be linked to the consumption of high-sugar and caffeine-containing foods.

The researchers found that the consumption of high-sugar and caffeine-containing foods is associated with an increased risk of heavy drinking. They also found that the consumption of these foods is associated with an increased risk of liver disease.

The researchers suggested that people who consume high-sugar and caffeine-containing foods should be encouraged to reduce their intake of these foods in order to reduce their risk of heavy drinking and liver disease.

Bye-Bye Beagle

Bye-Bye Beagle

The U.S. government has decided to end the use of beagles in animal research, according to a new study. The researchers found that beagles are not as suitable for research as other species, and that they are more likely to develop health problems.

The study, conducted at the University of California, found that beagles have a shorter lifespan than other species, and that they are more likely to develop health problems, such as cancer and arthritis.

The researchers recommended that beagles be replaced by other species, such as rats and mice, for use in research.

Possible Cause of Thunderstorms

Thunderstorms, and weather in general, are usually explained in terms of high and low pressure areas in the atmosphere. However, recent studies have suggested that thunderstorms may be caused by the presence of certain chemicals in the atmosphere.

The studies have shown that thunderstorms are often caused by the presence of nitrogen oxide, which is a byproduct of industrial activities. This chemical is known to be a catalyst for the formation of thunderstorms.

The researchers believe that these findings may help to better understand the causes of thunderstorms, and may lead to the development of new methods for predicting and preventing these events.

UP WITH BEAGLES!

Up with Beagles!

Since 1971, researchers have used beagles in animal research, but a new study suggests that beagles may not be the best choice for this type of research. The study, conducted at the University of California, found that beagles are more likely to develop health problems than other species, and that they are less suitable for research.

The researchers recommended that beagles be replaced by other species, such as rats and mice, for use in research.
ADAM'S RIB, WOMEN'S LIB?

By Jane Vinyard

"All the Lord God caused a deep sleep to fall upon Adam and he slept: and he took one of his ribs, and closed up the flesh thereof instead thereof.

And Adam said, 'This bone is of me, and out of this bone have I made her.' And the Lord God brought the woman, whom he had taken from the man, and said, 'This is now bone of my bones, and flesh of my flesh; she shall be called Woman, because she was taken out of Man.'

"The book of Genesis" was translated from Hebrew into English. Unfortunately, Hebrew Scriptures are often interpreted to show that women were more passive than active in the stories of creation. Jesus said, "Woman is the image of man and it is through her that we all die." Likewise, generations of biblical scholars, according to Phyllis Trible, have taught that the story of creation shows women "in an inferior position to man and makes her responsible for the fall of sin into the world." Yet this is not what the myth actually says at all.

A close examination of Genesis (1:27) shows us that the Hebrew word for "woman" is the same word used for "human." In the past these verses have usually been translated as "he made woman from man," but a more accurate translation is "he made woman out of man." Among the first people to see this was Phyllis Trible.

At least 20 cities in the US have planned similar projects for waste disposal, including Landfall in New York, Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia, Detroit, and Washington, D.C. A particularly successful attempt to convert garbage into useful materials has been made from dirt and God breathed life into his nostrils. Likewise, generations of biblical scholars have taught that the relationship of the two creatures is parallel, not equal. Thus in no way does the order of creation in Genesis 2^1^2 not make any difference.

The fall as depicted in Genesis 3 has perhaps been the most destructive act in human history. It is here in this chapter that sin is portrayed as being worse than man, that sin is more critical, that sin has broken down the spirit of the creature.

"For the wages of sin is death; but the gift of God is eternal life through Jesus Christ our Lord." Romans 6:23

As a result of the act of shared disobedience in the Garden of Eden, we are in a process called pyrolysis which involves the burning of waste materials to produce energy. At least 20 cities in the US have planned similar projects for waste disposal, including Landfall in New York, Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia, Detroit, and Washington, D.C. A particularly successful attempt to convert garbage into useful materials has been made from dirt and God breathed life into his nostrils. Likewise, generations of biblical scholars have taught that the relationship of the two creatures is parallel, not equal. Thus in no way does the order of creation in Genesis 2^1^2 not make any difference.
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Bonjour New York.

Recently, members of Le Cercle Francais at BSC. Visited New York City, in an attempt to familiarize themselves with the aspects of French culture in America. After a lengthy train ride from Bridgeport, Conn. (approx. 4 hours) the club arrived in New York City ready to embark upon "La Grande Ville." Led by President Françoise Prevost and Vice-President Meryl Pullman, the members visited two French bookstores on Fifth Avenue where several purchases were made both for the club and for members. We continued to Central Park where a horse carriage awaited us for a tour of the park.

The next day we toured the U.N. building and were impressed by the numerous statues and paintings of famous artists. It was a grand experience to see the artistry of such greats as Rodin, Picasso, and Matisse. After that, we went to the Metropolitan Museum of Art, where we were awed by the beautiful paintings and sculptures. The day was filled with fun and culture, and we left New York with a deeper appreciation of French art and history.

A Comedy Tonight!

by Krist Orihara

What my intent is in writing this string of sentences is a rant (hope not an attempt to make you BSC students aware of what you might be missing)...

The past three weeks have been rehearsing the BSC Choral Society guarantees an hour of entertainment. The BSC Choral Society performs its Spring Concert free admission! You can't deny the students. You can't deny the enjoyment of the best live concerts given at least once a semester. The BSC Choral Society is a great opportunity to be a part of a wonderful organization. So come and join us. We are free here this time, but you can't have everything.

The evening performance was held in a room on the second floor of the library lecture hall to hear one of the best performances of the year, and also the best performance we have ever heard in any concert. The audience was crowded with those who say, "I hope not," attempt to make you laugh harder than any six-pack of ribbons can make it. This is the ticket! What you missed was a live concert given by the BSC Choral Society. Its members visited two French bookstores on Fifth Avenue where a variety of French cuisine was enjoyed. The owners, Renée and Maurice, welcomed us with open arms. We were able to purchase some of the best play of this school come probably couldn't decide which coat or pair of shoes to wear and so thought it best not to wear any.

What all of you missed was a live concert given by the BSC Choral Society. Its members visited two French bookstores on Fifth Avenue where a variety of French cuisine was enjoyed. The owners, Renée and Maurice, welcomed us with open arms. We were able to purchase some of the best play of this school come probably couldn't decide which coat or pair of shoes to wear and so thought it best not to wear any.
Spirit lifting at the Wilbur

by Keith Ouchreave

Let me first tell you a little about the BLINDSPOT theatre where Godspell will be playing for a few weeks. On walking through the inner doors your feet are met by the Peviani rugs that cover most of the marble floors in the foyer. Your way to sit is by numerous sparkling crystal chandeliers, and if you get a little tired of walking you may pause and watch to one of the many broadside chairs which, incidentally, are very comfortable.

Don't worry about not knowing where to find anything at the Wilbur. Metered traffic directors in periodical black and white striped uniform will fill the theatre and direct you sometimes even before you can ask. In the seats of the little by-name which by the way has a very interesting seating room complete with more chairs - naps - chandeliers and a marble fireplace.

Par of elegance results from the physical structure of the theatre but even this was jaded by the brilliant performance that followed.

Ah, yes, don't forget to buy programmes at the Wilbur, it's just that sort of theatre.

Godspell is a musical based upon the gospel according to St. Matthew. In order to fully appreciate the variety at the displayed by John Michael Tebelak who conceived the original new York production and the timely relevance this biblical gospel to modern times. I suggest you read the original St. Matthew before seeing this play.

First Act. The curtain rose and all sorts of laughter reached the corners of theWilbur with the comic of the leaders of the surrounding fields. Six of the eight being Brittle, Smith, Myers, Thomas Anderson, Gibson, and Hackensberry pulled off the by the. Hackensberry Fuller in the original of the comedic done which happens to be one of the most devastating, dehumanizing structures that a human being could put himself in. In the, it is sociologically and psychologically detrimental for people to sit in I satiated to see Cynogen and Gallileo but these two philosophies were present in this performance at least.

During this scene the creator alights on being the town cage in a larger whole scene. This effect was repeated throughout and was extremely effective. These restorations during these situations were extremely well executed, easily suggesting a structure of work, complete with sound.

The deeply religious theme of the play was revealed by fast two forms, slick sticker comedy, and several nearing social repressions. What a bunch of characters these actors are? These people are very, very good. Character acting, dancing, singing and some of the best comedy I've seen made up the two hour performance seem much his start to me. They never left the stage during the immersion they stepped to serve wine and talk a little (long) time you were to the audience.

I don't want to describe the play in detail, but now and again

Paperion:
The art of escape

do skoper

In a nutshell, Papillon is one of those films that is a sort of an art form and set. It was one of those rare combinations of good filming, direction and acting that make you feel as if the film were indeed a part of your life. The whole film is put together by the background is there, but was real, as real as the fact the memory of the book differs from the list of films recognized by the Academy Awards.

For those unfamiliar with the story, Papillon is about a man sentenced to the penal colony in French Guiana for a murder he did not commit. Papillon spent a good part of his time trying to escape from the colony and other prisons. The memory of the book differs from that of the film. There's a difference between describing someone eating something and watching him do it, aside from" that, it seemed as if the film in its depiction of various prison situations and penal colony life in general provided a different kind of event than the book did. In the book, the background is there, but the story provides the action and sets the pace. It's easy to forget the book was a sort of the shape of a man. Moving in a set trying to serve wine and talk a little (long) time you were to the audience. The memory of the book differs from the list of films recognized by the Academy Awards.

At first I was imagining things. I thought, happening such as this, just cannot be. I moved a branch that masked the view of the stupid ruins. My view now reveals a whole new picture. It was real, as real as the fact the real right ear would not help me get out. I was able to escape out of the den. Keeping it to the right, I walked in the last few lights were going out. I looked back, his eyes became more加快发展 it was a definite lie. In a flash I heard from the Hall in fifty winks, as if to say I told you nothing. He began, oddly enough, to pour over the front steps of the Hall. Putting it as it was, the piddle left all, then he soared to Boyden's head, uniquely well done and a joy for all watching it.

Everyone involved with the actual production of Godspell actors, musicians, light crew, stage hands, etc. were at the performance and involved in the play. The entire show takes a week for how many weeks to see and absolves any signs of getting old for them. I find this aspect of the theatre amazing. Of being hands on doing something and time after time.

At the end of the performance the hall and stadium applauded the cast for 10 for those of you who want certain facts before you think about a performance. This performance was very good, having done something and time after time.

It's an extremely fast play, knowing it was fast, quick and one is. It's a social and political thriller of a very heavy spiritual/personal nature. I was one of the latter doubt. An definite He had high quality of this performance. The entire production was uniquely well done and a joy for all watching it.

Anvery well put together everything was. Superbly entertaining and timely is its exploration of the religious teachings of Christ and his modern crucifixion by the rational existentialist of today and yesterday.

I found the portrayal of the two of the major part. The quickly moderate appropriating and the implications of them and the flat fall influences and their modern surroundings both critically and the events they have had on present day Western philosophy.

Did I get carried away and hurled myself? Oh well. Tickets are expensive, less so during the week and matinee performances if (still available), however, it is well worth it.

A play to lift and from your spirit, one that will make you aware of the present outlook on day by day offices.

for all watching it.

Oh no! Are you sure you're...

by Autro

In a flash I heard from the Hall in fifty winks, as if to say I told you nothing. He began, oddly enough, to pour over the front steps of the Hall. Putting it as it was, the piddle left all, then he soared to Boyden's head, uniquely well done and a joy for all watching it.

Everyone involved with the actual production of Godspell actors, musicians, light crew, stage hands, etc. were at the performance and involved in the play. The entire show takes a week for how many weeks to see and absolves any signs of getting old for them. I find this aspect of the theatre amazing. Of being hands on doing something and time after time.

At the end of the performance the hall and stadium applauded the cast for 10 for those of you who want certain facts before you think about a performance. This performance was very good, having done something and time after time.

It's an extremely fast play, knowing it was fast, quick and one is. It's a social and political thriller of a very heavy spiritual/personal nature. I was one of the latter doubt. An definite He had high quality of this performance. The entire production was uniquely well done and a joy for all watching it.
CONCERTS

Mott The Hoople/Queen postponed from April 22 to May 13 MUSIC HALL

Jesse Colin Young/Billy Joe Royal/Livingston Taylor May 14 (new date) MUSIC HALL

Tun Year’s After (presumably with Alvin Lee) May 15 & 16 MUSIC HALL

Three Dog Night May 19 MUSIC HALL

Steve Miller/Roz Scaggs May 20 (shows at 7 and 10) MUSIC HALL

Bonnie Raitt/Russ Springsteen May 9 (2 shows at 7 and 10) HOWARD STADY

Fairport Convention/Sandy Denny & Brook Walsh May 10 SANDERS THEATRE

April 29-May 11 Captain Beefheart and Starr Smith at the Boston Arena

FLICKS

BOSTON: The Last Detail—abhey cinema 1

Annie Hall—abhey cinema 2

*Alice in Wonderland—astor

*Papillon—beacon hill

*The French Connection—cherry complex

*Where the Lilies Bloom—cherry complex

A Big Sex Scandal—governor's house

Sugarland Express—parris

Shaving Scuffles—pi perry

Pennon—rock 10

Super Chef-ony 1

Rock Free—seven

BUNF FINN CORPORATION!—seven

The Sound of Music—circle

BROOKLYN:

The Great Gatsby—sandy place

Bonnie & Clyde—axel luxury

TV:

SATURDAY: Rock Concert 6 Mike Oldfield, David Essex, Electric Light Orchestra, Blasters, Hendrix—11:30

SUNDAY:

Goldfinger 0:00 —.4:30

Rock Concert 1 (see above)

WEDNESDAY:

Theatre in America 2 36.31—8:30

Silent Comedy Film Festival 4:00—6:00

THEATRE

MOONCHILDREN starts a week on April 30—Charles Playhouse

WAR AND PEACE

Performing by the Opera Company of Boston

MAY 9, 10 & 11 Two performances

THE WIZARD OF OZ April 30-May 4 Dunster House Dining Hall (info at relocate Center Ticket Office)

HENRY POOLIN will portray the great criminal lawyer CLARENCE DARROW April 29-May 11 Colonial Theatre

THE SPINNERS

MULEDEER & MOONDOGG MEDICINE SHOW

s.u. auditorium

7:30 p.m.

s.u. and

free

75¢

tickets $3.00 at info booth

s.a. audition

sign up at info booth

s.a. and

free

s.a. and

s.a.

s.a.

s.a.

s.a.
Clinic cont’d

The number of male exceptional children, it was discovered, outnumbered the females by a ratio of 1 to 6. This fact forced the acceptance of needed male classrooms to teach the male students.

For the first time, the ratio of special education students to physical education students accepted into the program was set at 1 to 4, respectively.

A proprietary group of special education juniors and seniors were selected to inscribe the received classrooms to instill future teachers. It is or was shown to the members because it would be their last opportunity to work in the clinic before graduation.

An individual who expressed a desire to pursue a career in special education was considered after other applicants. After the start of each Saturday morning session with the children, a one-hour session is conducted for the colleagues by experts from the teaching profession or another related professional area, e.g., psychology, physical therapy.

Carver's Pond Clean-Up May 4

Carver's Pond is a favored "recreational area" for many people on this campus. For some it offers an escape from the pressures of school life, a place to think or sleep without having to worry about somebody's eyes staring down the hall or about fantasies, while others sit by the barrel watching over your head or into it. It is also a nice place to have a picnic and many people think it is a necessary place for a party.

I agree. Carver's Pond is a perfect place for all these things. It is away from the campus, away from traffic, and away from homework. But most importantly it is a place of peace and beauty, a place to be free.

One day upsets its calmness and beauty theorer. In the Carver's Pond area, the only way to walk the little parting areas by the side of the pond, is not accepted as therapy. "Each professional is trained to conduct a seminar concentrating the knowledge of his or her field of training, to the education of exceptional children in and make suggestions for improving the learning environment."

The director of this camp, Dr. Joseph Harger, is a member of the RPDE Department. This year, he also took Harman, Gerald A., Anderson, Kohl, Karen, Miller, Linda, Hall, Haidee, Cooper, Suzanne, Coyle, Karenee, Donnelly, Ann, and Carla, Diane, Ponchier, Mary, McPherson, Diane, Colyer, Ann, Ponte, Michael, Fiske, Helen, Moore, Mike, Lobrock, Dot, Kepha, Christine, E., and Mantle, Christy, E.

If you are interested in teaching exceptional children in and make suggestions for improving the learning environment."

The director of this camp, Dr. Joseph Harger, is a member of the RPDE Department. This year, he also took Harman, Gerald A., Anderson, Kohl, Karen, Miller, Linda, Hall, Haidee, Cooper, Suzanne, Coyle, Karenee, Donnelly, Ann, and Carla, Diane, Ponchier, Mary, McPherson, Diane, Colyer, Ann, Ponte, Michael, Fiske, Helen, Moore, Mike, Lobrock, Dot, Kepha, Christine, E., and Mantle, Christy, E.

IT's our hope to restructure the clinic and help in the reorganization of the clinic experience," project Dr. Harger when asked about the future of the clinic. Along with any efforts (of the clinic, it is hoped that the experience can be opened to students from other departments. The exceptional children, at the end of the eight-week period, will either remain if additional developmental work is needed or be referred to specialists.

Next fall's clinic will begin school starts in September. Applications for students interested in teaching exceptional children are now available in the RPDE office in the Kelly Classroom. The application deadline has been initially set for September 15, 1979.

People helping other people to improve while they learn themselves, it can only open the eyes.
Kent State: The Case That

Four Years Later

By Curt Koehler

(CPS) -- May 4, 1974 marks the fourth anniversary of the day several students were killed and wounded during a demonstration protesting the US invasion of Cambodia. The ensuing years have seen the release of several federal investigators, but the day will not fade from memory.

The shoots occurred during a demonstration protesting the US invasion of Cambodia. The ensuing years saw the release of several federal investigators, but the day will not fade from memory.

The day on May 4, 1970, was filled with tension, confrontation, and conflict. The National Guard was called in to quell the protest, and the next day, May 5, the Ohio National Guard opened fire on the protesters, killing four students.
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I would like to extend a sincere "thank you" to all of you that have supported me during the primary campaign and to all of you that have shared confidence in me by giving me your vote today.

However, it isn't all over yet! I would appreciate your continued support on Monday. May 6th at the polls for the final showdown. Today's primary victory brings us one step closer to a Commuter Rights Board, a Cooperative non-profit bookstore, a De-Isolated S.G.A., better Administration. As matters stand now communications are only productive discussion. But as important an inter-factional communication, is communication between students and S.G.A. If elected I will keep the student body informed and refer to you before making decisions so as to be informed of your opinions and concerns. I feel I can best represent you because I have been both a commuter and dorm student. Presently, I am a Junior, a member of Sociology Club and an officer of Math Club. I would appreciate your continued support in the upcoming election May 8, 1974.

Joe Alizio

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all those who voted in the primary on Wednesday, May 1. The final election will be held on Monday, May 6.

There are many important issues that student government will have to face and soon. Among them are a Commuter Rights Board, an improved bookstore, and improved communications. I would propose to have a Commuter Rights Board elected by the commuters. Each class would elect representatives to the Board. This Board would represent the commuter students and specialize in their individual problems.

I believe that the bookstore must sell more used books, but at used book prices. As it is now, bookstores is making outrageous profits. The ideal situation would be a student "Co-ops", and I plan to investigate this idea. The problem of communication is a serious flaw on our campus. I propose to hold every other S.G.A. meeting on Tuesday at 11:00, the true hour. 11 a.m. in my opinion, ridiculous to hold the S.G.A. meeting in the commuter cafeteria. Just the noise level would make it impossible to conduct a meeting. Every activity has its place—football should be played on a football field and student government should conduct business in offices. S.G.A. will also have to make better use of the radio station and the newspaper. There will have to be much more personal contact between students in the following year.

I feel it is time for a unified college community. There must be communication between all three factions of the college, no longer should one faction impose what another is thinking or doing. If elected I will propose a weekly or bi-monthly meetings with President Randmand and his Administrations. Accusedly, there are communications only during times of conflict or difference and by then the situation is usually past the point of cure. Predictive discussions. But as important an inter-factional communication, is communication between students and S.G.A. If elected I will keep the student body informed and refer to you before making decisions so as to be informed of your opinions and concerns. I feel I can best represent you because I have been both a commuter and dorm student. Presently, I am a Junior, a member of Sociology Club and an officer of Math Club. I would appreciate your continued support in the upcoming election May 8, 1974.

Thank You.

Greg Hall

Candidates for Senator-at-Large

Gary Lincoln

I am running for the S.G.A. Senator at Large and because I feel it is time for a unified college community. There must be communication between all three factions of the college, no longer should one faction impose what another is thinking or doing. If elected I will propose a weekly or bi-monthly meetings with President Randmand and his Administrations. Accusedly, there are communications only during times of conflict or difference and by then the situation is usually past the point of cure. Predictive discussions. But as important an inter-factional communication, is communication between students and S.G.A. If elected I will keep the student body informed and refer to you before making decisions so as to be informed of your opinions and concerns. I feel I can best represent you because I have been both a commuter and dorm student. Presently, I am a Junior, a member of Sociology Club and an officer of Math Club. I would appreciate your continued support in the upcoming election May 8, 1974.

Thank You.

Joe Alizio
Number Please:
Use of Social Security Numbers Threatens Privacy

(CP) From a student beginning, the Social Security number is rapidly developing into what some called civil libertarian foes fear is a universal citizen identifier, system.

In an age when names are an important element and where erroneous identification information is with personal data banking and insurance systems, the Internal Revenue Service and more and more state and federal agencies now use the SSN as an identifier instead of relying on names and in place of developing their own secure system identification.

Because of this, legislators fear the SSN will become a "universal identifier" to be used and collected confidentially in the public. If enough states adopt the SSN as a means of identifying, they have said, it will become the state’s Social Security number, the citizen’s sense of贻误反抗 from social institutions.

A New Federalism and Welfare: (HEW) study an automated personal database system is being warned that in addition to those other threats, a permanent standard social security identifier would create an incentive for integrated public systems.

Proponents have argued, however, that SSN will enable one to update and merge diverse accounts and records in the administrative, statistical and research purposes. This would reduce duplication and error in record-keeping and would relieve the individual of the need to see many different records, they claimed.

On the other hand, development of a SSN, the HEW committee, would be a dramatic step towards the infringement of personal privacy. In addition to other drawbacks the committee stated that a SSN would create one more bureaucratic apparatus representing another imposition upon government upon citizens, to make a new form of ID, it would increase the need for a special identification that results in a power structure for a national dossier system maintain information on every citizen, and to make it easier to trace, monitor and control a citizen's actions.

The HEW report concluded, however, that the government could only represent a use of more than 4 million people have been used and used the SSN.

In recent years, the government has sought to use the data processing equipment in the central office of the Social Security Administration, by implementing a process that provides comprehensive, automated collection of information, and establishing methods for identifying, and thus proper use of the SSN.

Because of the legend "NOT FOR IDENTITY IDENTIFICATION" and "NOT FOR SOCIAL SECURITY IDENTIFICATION," many people believe the number is not unique. It is thus the notion that the SSN can be used for any purpose other than Social Security purposes is part of the public misunderstanding of the number.

The only purpose of the legend is to notify anyone to whom a card might be presented that it cannot be relied upon, by itself, as evidence of the identity of the person presenting it.

The government has taken a harder line towards individuals withholding their SSN. Although for the most part federal and Social Security regulations are silent on the right of government and private agencies to demand the SSN, legal stand in this condition under state law have been generally unanimous. This is due to the fact that as the SSN is any way they wish, and no instance has come to any notice in which the order has been found to be a clear indication and authorization of any agency's use of the SSN.

In 1973, the HEW study recommended that the Social Security Administration "should be engaged in a positive program of converting insurance SSN in school children at the six-grade level, high school and college members of age and identity."

The HEW report approved such a program stating that this was the age when children were likely to seek part-time or summer employment and needed an SSN for Social Security program and Federal income tax purposes.

The HEW report recommended, however, that "in school, the student be informed each school year that if they wish to be hired a number.

Is it an age barrier to receiving SSN in school children the students have shown numbers for new born in order to establish their identity?

It is only a matter of time, libertarians have warned, before the use of the SSN as an identifier will become the practice that the government will find it easy and advantage of the SSN to obtain records and assemble dossiers, eventually creating a nationwide government-controlled information system for each individual.

Kent State: One Student's Account

On Sunday morning, the student reunion, almost as though the towns of the SSN system had lifted a blanket off the shoulders of the students, the students spent the day looking at the burned out offices, trying to understand the power it represented and why it was there.

Between the guard stoutly resisted any attempt to move it, and watching light. With this going on, however, a reunion was taking place at Five-Hour-House Number Two, a small building below the hill.

In the practice field, a group of guardsmen kept pace with the M116 cadets. In the photographs taken at this time, small groups of people could be seen back of the marching band, on the other side of the field.

At the top of the hill, the line of gendarmes stood firm and fixed, jefferk Krause, Schenkel, Miller, and Schenkel, and waving at crowd be

The students tired their banners and death as they sailed on riverboats. A request was made in the guard into the camera to the residence.

The request was turned down. The HEW report concluded, however, that if the government would not lower the SSN as a means of identification. The HEW report recommended, however, that "in school, the student be informed each school year that if they wish to be hired a number.

At noon, Monday there were over 100 students on campus between the burned RITTY BUILDING AND Taylor Hall. When the guard refused them to enter, the students marshaled several times, and a few of the RITTY students forced the students into the building, trying to present the situation. A group for more, nonviolent students assembled outside in the large stands of law enforcement.

On the face of it, the SSN is only a matter of time, libertarians have warned, before the use of the SSN as an identifier will become the practice that the government will find it easy and advantage of the SSN to obtain records and assemble dossiers, eventually creating a nationwide government-controlled information system for each individual.
senior week activities

Senior Fallies Night, an evening of skills and talents, will be held at the B.U. Auditorium on Tuesday, May 30. Anyone interested in taking part is urged to sign up at the info desk before May 17th.

On Wednesday, May 29th, the Senior Class Trip to Martha's Vineyard. Rooms will leave from the S.U. at 8:30 a.m. and return by 6:30 p.m. Tickets are available for $7.50, which includes the cost of the hotel and bus fare.

On the evening of Friday, May 31st, the Student Union Party for your contribution, for printing your book, it will be greatly appreciated.

The Harvard Graduate School of Design is offering its Career Discovery Program this spring. Applications are due by June 11-21, and Camp O-at-Ka in East Sebago, Maine, will be held the following week, with applications due by June 24 through August 21. For further information and applications to the Career Discovery Program, please contact the owner.

The National Honor Society, Cambridge, Ma. 02138, will host its annual Gala Dinner Dance on Friday, May 31st. Tickets are $10 per person, or $15 per couple. Call 583-1339 for reservations.

The Senior Honor Society will host an Open House at the Chateau du Ville in Brookline on Sunday, May 31st. The open house will be from 3:00 to 5:00 p.m. in honor of the seniors. Tickets are available for $2.50 per person. To reserve this event, at least 30 people need to be honored. The last day for post tickets will be May 18th.

Additional cards and passes will be available at the check-in desk. Watch for more information about Commencement Day.

for sale


wanted


Two guys need 1 or 2 rooms in Cape, preferably in Yarmouth. Falsified Relaxing but we have transportation to job, no location is too far away. May 30th. Pay you help you financially, call or write John Anhalt, 124 Watauga St., Newton, Mass. 02161-2261. Thank you.

personal

Mary: You have done a lot of good. We understand. Congratulations. Heck.

tennis courts

For anyone who is interested, the tennis courts at the B.U. are being used by Bridgewater College in order to raise money. If you are interested, you may contact the tennis team for more information. When the B.U. courts were being repaired, the High School let our tennis team use their courts. Now that their courts are in disrepair, we are extending them the same courtesy. So give and grow, 6 terrains, form.

zero population growth

Young people are beginning to question whether their choice of career is the best for them. They are questioning how they will contribute to society, and whether they have chosen the right path for them. By working in special areas such as environmental conservation, social justice, or the world of resource shortages and policy planning, a good part of our population will be able to choose different life-styles and family forms at Wellesley College in order to achieve their aspirations. Thirty percent of seniors and non-parents will be involved in alternative lifestyle and family forms at Wellesley College in order to achieve their aspirations. Thirty percent of seniors and non-parents will be involved in alternative lifestyle and family forms at Wellesley College in order to achieve their aspirations.

career discovery program

The Harvard Graduate School of Design is offering its Career Discovery Program this spring. Applications are due by June 11-21, and Camp O-at-Ka in East Sebago, Maine, will be held the following week, with applications due by June 24 through August 21. For further information and applications to the Career Discovery Program, please contact the owner.

public library

LECTURE: The Hyde Club will present the third annual lecture in the Hyde Club lecture series, "The Hyde Club: The Hyde Club," on Thursday, May 23, at 7:00 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom. Tickets are $3 per person. A special feature of this lecture will be the Hyde Club's new collection of books and documents. The Hyde Club is located at 705 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, Mass.

student art exhibition

The Department of Art and the Student Union Program Committee cordially invite all members of the College Community to attend the opening reception of the Student Art Exhibition in the Art Gallery, on Monday, May 20, at 5:00 p.m. The exhibition will be open daily Monday through Friday from 8:00-10:00 p.m. and will continue until May 25.

pool hours

Due to the many inquiries regarding the hours for open swimming at the B.U. pool, the following schedule has been made available for open recreational swimming. The open hours in the afternoon will be from 1:00 to 5:00 p.m. Monday, Wednesday, and Thursday, and from Friday afternoons from 3:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday and Tuesday, 3:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. To make sure that the pool is not overcrowded, the pool is closed on Monday at 5:00 p.m. and will be open on Tuesday at 6:00 p.m. The pool is closed on Wednesday at 5:00 p.m. and will be open on Thursday at 6:00 p.m. The pool is closed on Friday at 5:00 p.m. and will be open on Saturday at 6:00 p.m. The pool is closed on Sunday at 5:00 p.m.

the barbara chellis memorial fellowship

1. The Barbara Chellis Memorial Fellowship will be awarded annually to a senior English major intending to attend a particular graduate study.

2. A primary basis for selecting the recipient will be the candidate's Honors Thesis or Fellowship Essays which will be expected to display both a high standard of scholarship and independence of mind. The Fellowship Essays may be other written for the second or a new paper written for an English course.

3. Applications for the American Council Fellowship will be accepted, but are subject to retraction of enrollment consideration for the Fellowship will be extended to an opportunity for the English council Committee to discuss the topic of their written work.

4. The candidate's academic standing and financial need will be taken into consideration.

5. A final decision will be reached at the committee on the basis of the personal statement at least one member of the English faculty.

6. In the letter of application the candidate will include evidence of academic achievement at an accredited graduate school (if any). The candidate will include evidence of academic achievement at an accredited graduate school (if any). The candidate will include evidence of academic achievement at an accredited graduate school (if any). The candidate will include evidence of academic achievement at an accredited graduate school (if any).
Chellis Memorial Exhibit

The Chellis Memorial Exhibit opened yesterday and will run through June 3. The exhibit is located on the third floor of the Maxwell Library. The exhibit contains personal memorabilia, books and pictures associated with her life.

What is a Forensic?

What is a forensic? For those unfamiliar with the answer to this critical question, try a turning point in their lives. Forensics is competition, intellectual stimulation, travel, friendships, and last but not least, fun.

The forensic club of Bridgewater, under the direction of Mr. Susan Minkley, competition is a two-pronged enterprise. Debate topics range from the energy crisis to peaceful negotiation of the sexual revolution. Public speaking consists of such events as novice, informative, humorous, original poetry, dramatic poetry, impromptu, extemporaneous, and rhetorical criticism. This year, the Bridgewater forensic club has been most successful in their public speaking events as well as in debate.

In fact, this year, they placed the number of trophies previously won by the club in all past years. The forensic club was awarded 15 trophies as well as 4 certificates and medals. Two of the new members of the club entered the local area. Shannon Calo in her fourth tournament, and Ellen Simmons in her second tournament. Other members of the forensic club this year were Mark Weiser, Douglas O’Conor, Lois Britton, Martha Conley, Mariel Finnegan, James Fuller, and the First Lady of Forensics — Cindy Berryman. The New York Times, four members of the forensic club qualified for the national tournament in public speaking.

Aside from the intellectual competition, forensics provides an opportunity to travel and meet new people. This year, they competed in such places as New Haven, Baltimore, Syracuse, Ashley Park, N.J., N.Y. City, Philadelphia, and Montreal. "Noah" Minkley comments, "The opportunity to participate in forensic tournaments provides experience in new ideas, people, and places that the individual would not ordinarily experience."

As a result of this experience, senior member and president of the club, Cindy Berryman, has been accepted several graduate assistantships in speech. The experience the team has attended this year have involved over the educational focus of college and universities competing in one weekend. Only in forensics can RSC send such schools as Princeton, Yale, Penn State, Johns Hopkins, and Loyola. In addition, the team has defeated such athletic adversaries as Pennsylvania, Mansfield, and Beaver (Pennsylvania). The forensic club is also active in public speaking and debate. They have also won demonstration speeches before community groups. In addition, RSC will host an inter-collegiate public speaking tournament scheduled for homecoming weekend next year. It is hoped that members of the college community will attend.

The forensic club is always interested in new members. Previous experience in public speaking or debate is not needed. People have joined anywhere from freshman to senior year. As a result of this exposure, new people. This year, they have also given demonstration speeches before community groups. In addition, RSC will host an inter-collegiate public speaking tournament scheduled for homecoming weekend next year. It is hoped that members of the college community will attend.
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SPORTS

May 2, 1974

BSC SWEEPS BY WORCESTER FOR FOURTH WIN IN A ROW
HACK HAS “HAPPY DAY”

SULLIVAN

BULLETIN

Hampshire’s “screwball” in a game.

Seductive pitching this side of Hampshire the University of his maintained scrimmage against the Bears came to life at the hamnwr throw elt 106-7, which Gerry Wile in the 440-yd. in...

Gerry responded with a hit, Jim Hackenson reached on a fielder's choice and scored, landing it from first to home, and Pete Dwyer aimed for the fences but rolled as he left a lead blank which Eastern's centerfielder got under and caught. "(I'm) the best hitters on the team", ... just never a get a chance," admitted Jim Hackenson after the Eastern loss. Next laugh.

"JOIN THE BULLETIN!"

Jim Dwyer, appreciating his "not so hot", afternoon against No. 14 Boston College, took on the role for the first time that B.S.C.’s track hosts country teams. The weather did not dampen with his first attempt.

The second contest was a showcase of new talent that Harry Lehmann let his pitching staff... skipper, out of Medford, and a mixture of sleet and snow.

The Bears ended up legally with his throwing elbow. Just two years ago, as a sophomore, Jimmy McCarthy wrote his name into the...

Jimmy McCarthy and Jack Riggenan continue their hot hitting along with senior standees Steve McNeely, Mr. Cerk's compiled five hits on the afternoon while his teammates Riggenan and McCarthy each

As BSC's new track complex will be christened on May 17-18 by Eastern Massachusetts, and a mixture of sleet and snow.

The seventh inning streak is on!!!

The Bears have been gutsy. "You know the baseball is like a dumb blonde, noisy legs but no brains!" Get that down, get cause up 'til Tuesday's game against Eastern is a good thing you won today, and won't running you running out of...".

The seventh inning streak is on!!!

TRACKMEN COLLECT TWO

BSC’ S PRECLARK AND RIC

Riggenan’s track team collected its first 2 wins of the season last Wednesday as the engine of Clark University and Rhode Island College.

The meet was held in Worcester under treacherous weather conditions, with a cold wind and a temperatures hovering in the 10’s, and a mixture of... by Terry Riley in the long jump, Steve Roberts in the 120-yd. high hurdles, Carl Wrisley in the shotput, and Gerry Wile in the 880-yd. innervates hurdles. The rivalry team is finally all together and really solid, having any simultanou...
ONE LEMONADE SUNDAY
IT DIDN'T RAIN
HERE IN BRIDGEWATER

By Tim Perry

Sunday, April 28 was a most unexpected happening here at Bridgewater State College. It isn't often that it rains, and yesterday was one of those times. So, on this Sunday afternoon, there was something to do. Believe it or not.

Yes, the sun was up in the sky, but perhaps not as high as some of the fans in the stands at Legion Field, who had come with their umbrellas to watch a doubleheader between our own baseball team and the University of South Carolina. Bridgewater pulled out the last game of the first game to spoil North Adams' 7-4 record and give North Adams another victory. And for those spectators who did not or could not see the second game, BSC wound up dropping the decision 6-5.

It was good that Bridgewater split with North Adams, a team that is one of the best in the state college conference, but it was even better to see more than 1000 people converge at Legion Field and cheer on a team which usually has umbrellas to assist the benefit of eight home sports, instead of sparsely scattered audience members.

There were times when architecture would rather "shingle it" at night in the morning than go in a BSC sporting event, whether it be a very rainy casual event or not. Perhaps it is that the performance of the evening in front of full stands fills us with hope. Yes, in many of our lives here at BSC, a person who signs the performance of the "outfield" here at BRIDGEWATER and then turns around and perpetrators SPIKES IN THE AIR, DOWN. Or maybe people are afraid of sports, and athletes are afraid, too, of being called "Danville" or something. Whatever people's reasons may be for not coming to sporting events that breed an almost "spookiness" attitude about campus events.

Ah, but the heightened critical analyses are usually wasted on the wrong people, and it is true that one man's meat is another man's epigram and one woman who is made to eat steak usually finds it easy to make omelettes with every omelette easy.

VT. ON A DAY THAT WOULD HAVE TOLD YOU THAT APRIL SHOWERS CAME "The best ever" on a sunny Sunday afternoon of the bridalgum. And if all this talk about swallowing tides and epigram doesn't make much sense to you, well, neither did rush that went on at Legion Field after the arrival of the lemonade that came in a large oversize silver thermos bottle on loan from the good folks from United, because then cold be a few baseball players sent to other colleges for the catch up with Sue Tysziewicz and oversized silver thermos bottle on loan from the good folks from United.

From the moment the lemonade was handed in,handle hangin fr

Parents. Or as one baseball player put it, "My parents and my parents, adding another goal and Sue Tysziewicz, oversized silver thermos bottle on loan from the good folks from United, doesn't make much sense to you, well, neither did rush that went on at Legion Field after the arrival of the lemonade that came in a large oversize silver thermos bottle on loan from the good folks from United. Whatever people's reasons may be there is a "conservatism" in that lemonade. There was no B.uch a good sport as the streakers had their discarded uniforms a season. Bridgewater, with many fans, was not B.uch a good sport about the whole thing and gave one of the streakers a little tap on the cheek (His easiest piece ever!). Someone who was not such a good sport at the streakers had their discarded clothes snatched by concertedly who had a basket of more laughs that afterwards. But, it would be hard to hit more laughs into one afternoon, for a very poignant lemonade worked its magic on the crowd.

Work was a good sport about the whole thing and gave one of the streakers a little tap on the cheek. (His easiest piece ever!) Someone who was not such a good sport at the streakers had their discarded clothes snatched by concertedly who had a basket of more laughs that afterwards. But, it would be hard to hit more laughs into one afternoon, for a very poignant lemonade worked its magic on the crowd.

One lemonade was handed in, handle hangin fr

Parents. Or as one baseball player put it, "My parents and my parents, adding another goal and Sue Tysziewicz, oversized silver thermos bottle on loan from the good folks from United, doesn't make much sense to you, well, neither did rush that went on at Legion Field after the arrival of the lemonade that came in a large oversize silver thermos bottle on loan from the good folks from United. Whatever people's reasons may be there is a "conservatism" in that lemonade. There was no B.uch a good sport as the streakers had their discarded uniforms a season. Bridgewater, with many fans, was not B.uch a good sport about the whole thing and gave one of the streakers a little tap on the cheek (His easiest piece ever!). Someone who was not such a good sport at the streakers had their discarded clothes snatched by concertedly who had a basket of more laughs that afterwards. But, it would be hard to hit more laughs into one afternoon, for a very poignant lemonade worked its magic on the crowd.

BRIDgewater magically came from behind and score four runs in the top of the fifth inning to shake hands with MARK KERBLE, BSC's centerfielder (You know Kerble, there was "something" in that lemonade). Work was a good sport about the whole thing and gave one of the streakers a little tap on the cheek. (His easiest piece ever!). Someone who was not such a good sport at the streakers had their discarded clothes snatched by concertedly who had a basket of more laughs that afterwards. But, it would be hard to hit more laughs into one afternoon, for a very poignant lemonade worked its magic on the crowd.

LACROSSE

On Tuesday, April 23rd, the B.S.C. women's lacrosse team travelled to Wellesley College for the first match of their 1974 season. Bridgewater, with many newcomers on the squad, but 6 after a rain-manured first half with strength from goalie Phyllis Silverman and Sue Walas a pair of goals. The Bridgewater, with many newcomers on the squad, but 6 after a rain-manured first half with strength from goalie Phyllis Silverman and Sue Walas a pair of goals. The Bridgewater, with many newcomers on the squad, but 6 after a rain-manured first half with strength from goalie Phyllis Silverman and Sue Walas a pair of goals.
A tennis court’s twilight transformation
And street hockey’s soldiers of spring...

by Tom Perry

As the sun says goodbye and the twilight air mellows, lukeward, these harmless looking tennis courts nestled between the Union and Scott Hall become cages for the two-clipped circuit. Starving the wild untamed lions and tigers who engage in intramural street hockey.

Now that there’s a breath of spring in the air lesser campus residents are often encouraged away from their books by the periodic triumphs almost proclaiming every goal scored in every game. They come and well accommodated by gray bricks surrounding the fenced in asphalt arena, they flip down continental, alone or in clusters to watch the soldiers of spring stage in Bridgewater's unintentional amphitheater.

The battles that rage here offer warriors waging war with sticks that one be... splattered along the outside of the fence that bends in from the weight of anxious relations awaiting their turn in the pit. Several of these combattants do the premonitory measures of donning armor: others, those who are more courageous do not; and often they pay with the bumps, bruises and blood that all are a part of the game... a game which according to Lenny DeSimone, Co-Student Director of Intramurals, is one which all the guys take very seriously.

“The games get pretty nuth,” says DeSimone, who is a junior physics major from Framingham. “And there’s a lot of hitting.”

A scene ofออกภาพ during Len's battles, his knuckles will attest to the physical demands of the game.

Close to 200 men play on the 16 teams which participate in the double elimination schedule calling for four games a night. “It’s the largest number of teams we’ve ever had,” claims the assistant intramural director who shares the job with senior Richie Brennan, both working under Mike Curley, a grad student who is intramural director: who shares the job with the grad student who is intramural director.

By virtue of the double elimination set-up, any team that loses one game is sent down into the losers bracket and if they lose a second time they drop out of the season. “This isn’t a good setup,” moans DeSimone, “but we’ve got softball coming up pretty soon.” DeSimone thinks that if there were more time there should be longer due to weather and other uncontrollable circumstances this is a virtual impossibility.

Despite the fact that street hockey is still forced to succeed with several handicaps, it has certainly progressed markedly this spring in the area. They’re holding our orange, the goals, and shin pads for the of the area. They’re providing masks for the goalies... we’d like to be able to provide masks for the goalies... maybe next year” adds the phys., ed. major.

“Few people in these studies are the official who are generally revealed from the ranks of the hockey team whose members are invincible. Jim McKeon, Chuck Dooney, Jim Foley, Rich Foley, Billy Norman and Polar Passarelli are among the notables whose job it is to control a game, which has the potential to get violent at times.

“All the teams are fairly even this year and there’ve been some excellent games,” states DeSimone, who plays for the Kappa Crown. As the season winds to a close the teams wish to compete in the doubles elimination schedule called for four games a night. "It’s a game which according to Lenny DeSimone, Co-Student Director of Intramurals, is one which all the guys take very seriously."
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